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After the stupendous success of Kitchen Design Collections vol - I and vol - 2, we are now proud to present
Bedroom, Living room, Office room and Showroom collection.

This catalogue will provide you with a wealth of new ideas. It gives details of our products and illustrates 
practical applications. It will help you to improve your ability to design and realize your customers’ dreams.

Behind each separate idea lies the strength of combined experience. We are a family-managed firm with a 
tradition of innovation and customer service going back over a 100 years. Remaining true to our origins, we 
offer our customers opportunities to increase their competitive advantage through our continuous
innovation.

We operate throughout the world. This means we’re within reach wherever you need us. The consistently 
high quality of our products helps you to maintain your good reputation with your customers. Our reliability 
makes your planning easier.
We guarantee our products and services with our name and with all that it stands for.

Yours sincerely,

Team Hettich India

Your success is our goal
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Introduction

German quality you can trust
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“If this business were split up, I would give you the land and bricks and mortar, and I would take the 
brands and trademarks, and I would fare better than you.”

John Stuart, Chairman of Quaker (ca. 1900)

The tag line with the logo says it all, Hettich is Technology for Furniture. This is what we have been doing 
with great success for over 100 years, with presence in over 100 countries spread across 5 continents.

Our Brand Values -  Quality, Innovation, Reliability, Closeness to Customers are what we stand for. All our 
actions are with the end user in mind. We want happy and satisfied customers at the end of the value 
chain, who guide our every activity.
With the right mix of innovation and continuity, Hettich offers its customers high value and reliable
solutions that put life and movement into furniture.
In keeping with changing lifestyles, the wardrobe too has undergone transformation; it is no longer just a 
place to keep clothes. It is a style statement of the home-maker and is meant to offer convenience, ease 
and fun to the consumer besides being hi-tech and looking good. That's why it's so important to get
efficiency molded into its design. Hettich helps wardrobe manufacturers to make elegant, stylish and
user-friendly wardrobes. With its vast experience of doing business with some of the world‘s biggest 
manufacturers, Hettich is proud to present 21 contemporary and classic style patterns for your wardrobe.
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Furniture fittings for Living Rooms

Cam fitting
VB 18 and VB 20

   connections between 
   panels and sides, high 
   load-bearing capacity

   double holes with a 
   drilling distance of 32 
   mm. 30 mm and 10 mm 
   diameter insertion drilling 
   holes. The panel is 
   inserted from above.

Back panel connectors
RV 7 D

   panel is mounted from the 
   inside

   work easier, since it is 
   possible to mount the 
   cabinet against the wall

   mounted with different 
   types of fixing parts:
   with countersunk screw, 
   with raised head screws 
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ProDecor handle - Burano
DELUXE

   surfaces, magnificent 
   patterns or majestic 
   colours – DELUXE 
   combines elements of 
   many cultures and creates 
   a fascinating atmosphere 
   that speaks splendour. 

   combinations with black, 
   white or gold as well as 
   linear or dynamic shapes 
   define the exquisite design

Lano SQ 46

   mm

   levelling

   powder coated, silver

Sign round

   mounting LED

   light with multi-chip 
   Superflux LED Superb, 
   even light distribution. 

   under cupboards, in wall 
   units, glass cabinets and 
   under shelves.

SlideLine 55 Plus

  well as throughout the 
   home for small to medium 
   sized doors

   with Silent System
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Carre - LED lights

   with 20 radial LEDs

Runner for wooden drawers: 
Quadro
Load capacity up to 30 kg

   place the drawer on the 
   slides and push home

   integrated self closing 
   mechanism closes drawers 
   reliably and automatically 
   and prevents them 
   opening inadvertently 

   self cleaning ball tracks 

Furniture fittings for Living Rooms
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Kaleo RO

   leg

LED GlasLine up & down

   light for illuminating the 
   edge of a 8 - 10 mm thick 
   glass shelf to stunning 
   effect with light addition
   ally shining up and down 
   on the back panel 

ProDecor handle- Touch-in

   handleless, fronts on 
   kitchen, living room and 
   bathroom furniture 
   conceal the handle 
   function with ingenious 
   simplicity. 

   panel moves back when 
   touched to reveal the 
   convenient finger pull 
   recessed behind.

Shelf supports Hettinject 
Titan

   supports including shelf 9 
   kg

   mm

   24 mm
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Lano SQ 46

   mm

   levelling

   powder coated, silver

Sensys

   integrated damping 
   system

   opening angle of 35° 

   temperatures ranging 
   from 5°C to 40°C

   hinge cup and arm

Furniture fittings for Living Rooms
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ProDecor handle- Neapolis
ORGANIC

   nature is defined by 
   amorphous structures, 
   soft shapes and diversity 
   of colour. 

   the way it uses these 
   gifts. 

SlideLine 66

   doors

   shelf systems

   and glass doors

   design

FloorStar - LED lights

   light

   night / pointer or effect 
   lighting

ProDecor handle- Touch-in

   handleless, fronts on 
   kitchen, living room and 
   bathroom furniture 
   conceal the handle 
   function with ingenious 
   simplicity. 

   panel moves back when 
   touched to reveal the 
   convenient finger pull 
   recessed behind.
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LiteLine Plus

   translucent acrylic cover 
   for receiving the LiteLine 
   Basic fluorescent light

   required Assembly of 90° / 
   135° mitre connectors as 
   inside and outside corners 
   is possible with the aid of 
   a special fixing bracket.

   / translucent acrylic

Non-release connecting 
fitting Everfix

   connecting fitting consists 
   merely of a threaded stud 
   and a knock-in socket 
   with a spring steel disc

   be push fitted easily and 
   permanently by hand

Furniture fittings for Showrooms
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Prestige 2000
cylinder push lock

Decorative shelf supports 
Sailor

   shelf support for any area 
   in the home

   30 mm thick

   and used with shelf 
   materials such as wood, 
   plastic, glass, stainless 
   steel

   refer to table

LiteLedge

   fluorescent

   with aluminium profile 
   frame and satinised glass 
   shelves top and bottom
   Integrated electronic 

   bottom glass shelf

SlideLine 97

   home as well as in offices, 
   hotels, contract furnishing 
   and shop-fitting

   variable installation 
   options
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ProDecor handle-
Touch-in

   handleless, fronts on 
   kitchen, living-room and 
   bathroom furniture 
   conceal the handle 
   function with ingenious 
   simplicity. 

   panel moves back when 
   touched to reveal the 
   convenient finger pull 
   recessed behind.

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms

Runner for wooden drawers: 
Quadro
Load capacity up to 30 kg

   place the drawer on the 
   slides and push home

   integrated self closing 
   mechanism closes drawers 
   reliably and automatically 
   and prevents them 
   opening inadvertently 

   self cleaning ball tracks 
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TopLine 1

   design

ProDecor handle - Salvia
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home.

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.

Low-voltage halogen lights - 
QuadroPoint ceiling

   cylinder

   mounting

Wardrobe rail
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Abena

   100 x 100 mm

   mm

   glass tables

   The quality of the table 
   top must match this load 
   range!

   the corner of the table: 
   with concealed attachment

Cam fitting
VB 18 and VB 20

   connections between 
   panels and sides, high 
   load-bearing capacity

   double holes with a 
   drilling distance of 32 
   mm. 30 mm and 10 mm 
   diameter insertion drilling 
   holes. The panel is 
   inserted from above.

Furniture fittings for Office Rooms
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TopLine 110

   with soft closing Silent 
   System

   wood/aluminium framed   
   doors

   shoe

Designer-style furniture feet
in cast aluminium - Nalani

   furniture leg

Surface-mounted socket 
Unica

   outlet for under desk 
   mounting or use in cable 
   trunking

   can be interconnected

   HV3 socket 
   (input and output)

Shelf supports Hettinject 
Titan

   supports including shelf 9 
   kg

   mm

   24 mm
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Shelf supports Hettinject 
Titan

   supports including shelf 9 
   kg

   mm

   24 mm

Cylinder push lock Prestige 
2000 for exchangeable 
barrels for 2-door sliding-
door cabinets

   plate

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms
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TopLine 22

   with soft closing Silent 
   System

   wood/aluminium framed 
   doors

   mounting on or in front of 
   the top panel

ProDecor handle - Spira
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home. 

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable. 

Wardrobe rail

Pull out trouser holder

   distance block

   deep to compensate for 
   door protrusion

   steel/grey plastic
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Shelf supports Hettinject 
Titan

   supports including shelf 
   9 kg

  mm

   24 mm

Sign round

   mounting LED

   light with multi-chip 
   Superflux LED Superb, 
   even light distribution. 
   Ideal for use in kitchens, 
   under cupboards, in wall 
   units, glass cabinets and 
   under shelves

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms
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TopLine M

   wood/aluminium framed 
   doors

   options, the bottom guide 
   can either be mounted 
   in front of the bottom 
   panel or hidden out of 
   view below it.

Door profile

   - 16 mm

ProDecor handle - Clivia
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home. 

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.
Wardrobe rail
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Connecting fittings for beds

   hooks

   with narrow side panels

FloorStar - LED lights

   light

   night / pointer or effect 
   lighting

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms
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LiteLine Basic

   fluorescent

   LiteLine Plus, LiteLine 
   Function or LiteLine Shelf 
   I / II aluminium profiles or 
   can also be used as an 
   individual light Ideal for 
   use in kitchens Integrated 

   for wall or under built 
   mounting

Carre - LED lights

   with 20 radial LEDs

TopLine 1210

   doors

   shoe or guiding rod

ProDecor handle - Aosta
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home.

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.
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Pull out tie rack

   and spacer

   Depth 89 mm
   Height 79 mm

Furniture fittings for Bedooms

Runner for wooden drawers: 
Quadro
Load capacity up to 30 kg

   place the drawer on the 
   slides and push home

   integrated self closing 
   mechanism closes drawers 
   reliably and automatically 
   and prevents them 
   opening inadvertently 

   self cleaning ball tracks 
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InLine P

   out the bedroom, living 
   room as well as in offices, 
   hotels, contract furnishing 
   and shop-fitting.

Low voltage halogen lights - 
QuadroPoint ceiling

   cylinder

   mounting

ProDecor handle - Salvia
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home.

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.

Compact pull out basket

   holder, 
   order no. 0 073 588
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ProDecor handle - Anzio
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home. 

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.

Furniture fittings for Living Rooms

Runner for wooden drawers: 
Quadro
Load capacity up to 30 kg

   place the drawer on the 
   slides and push home

   integrated self closing 
   mechanism closes drawers 
   reliably and automatically 
   and prevents them 
   opening inadvertently 

   self cleaning ball tracks 
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Selekta Pro 2000 E 
Opening angle 180°

Mitre connector VB 160

WingLine 170
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Pull out tie rack

   and spacer

   Depth 89 mm
   Height 79 mm

Interior fittings for 
wardrobes Shoe rack

   the wall or inside the 
   wardrobe

   aluminium finish

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms
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Intermat with Silent System

   opening angle 95° 

   on attachment

   Silent System clip-on door 
   dampers

   die cast zinc

   steel

   fixing screws

Shelf supports Hettinject 
Titan

   supports including shelf 
   9 kg

   mm

   24 mm

WingLine 770/770 Alu

   rooms/bedrooms

   on top panel

   function

   wood/aluminium framed 
   doors

   door assembly

Wardrobe rail

   steel
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Intermat

   on attachment

   2,5 mm

Two part shelf support
VB 52 D

   made of die-cast zinc, is 
   mounted to the cabinet

   ened to the cabinet side 
   by the cone-shaped guide

Furniture fittings for Living Rooms
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Abena

   100 x 100 mm

   glass tables

   The quality of the table 
   top must match this load 
   range

   brushed finish

ProDecor handle - Hale
NEW MODERN

   transparency define modern 
   life and the modern home. 

   essential, futuristic design 

   handles truly unmistakable. 

WingLine 780

   the home

   panel

   function

   guide

   framed doors

   assembly

FixPoint

   light for effective accent 
   lighting
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Intermat

   on attachment

   mm

   2,5 mm

Low-voltage halogen lights - 
QuadroPoint ceiling

   cylinder

   mounting

Furniture fittings for Office Rooms
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Neck and arm rest adjuster
FrankoFlex

   over an adjustment range 
   of 90° provide an 
   adjustment interval of 9° 
   from one engagement 
   position to the next

   wooden or tubular steel 
   frames

   allows various fitting 
   options

Cabinet suspension bracket 
SAH 5, knock in

   kg/each

   knocked into a 30 mm dia. 
   Hole

WingLine 230

   panel

   Intermat 9943 fast 
   assembly concealed hinge

   neccesary

ProDecor handle - Albona
NEW MODERN

   transparency define modern 
   life and the modern home. 

   essential, futuristic design 

   handles truly unmistakable.
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Cylinder shooting bar lock 
Prestige 2000 for 
exchangeable barrels

   saddles

Quadro clothes-hanger 
holder

   hanging rail on Quadro

   plated

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms
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Duo Lift 15

   adjustment for inside 
   cabinet width 750 - 1150 
   mm

   area of existing door 
   hinges by using a special 
   recess in the housing

   protrusion

Swivel-action trouser holder

   Depth 430 mm
   Height 75 mm

WingLine 77

   heavy doors in any living 
   room and bedroom 
   furniture

   panel

   Intermat 9943 fast 
   assembly concealed hinge

Basket with cut away handle

   part-extension slides with 
   captive guide rail on the 
   side

   adjustment for internal 
   cabinet widths of 340 - 
   380 and 740 - 790 mm

   steel
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Block connecting fitting 
TZ 321

   chromated

   white plastic

Cylinder shooting bar lock 
Prestige 2000 for 
exchangeable barrels

   saddles

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms
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ProDecor handle - Hale
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home. 

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.

Furniture feet - Lano SQ 30

   mm

   levelling

   powder coated, silver

Wing 77

   room and bedroom 
   furniture

   side

   panel

Compact pull out basket

   holder, 
   order no. 0 073 588
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ProDecor handle -  Tornea
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home. 

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.

Surface mounted socket 
Unica

   outlet for under-desk 
   mounting or use in cable 
   trunking

   can be interconnected

   HV3 socket 

   black

Furniture fittings for Living Rooms
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Shelf connecting fittings 
Toolex VB 54
for toolless shelf mounting

   the cabinet

   and 5 mm

   through the flexible 
   locking catch in the 
   connector housing; 
   re-mounting is possible at 
   any time

   grey plastic

TwiLite line - LED lights

   automatically switches on 
   at dusk or darkfall
   (< 13 lux) to provide 
   orientation in the room

VerticoSyncro

   home as well as in offices, 
   hotels, contract furnishing 
   and shop fitting

   doors moving in synchrony

   configuration

   wood/aluminium framed 
   doors

Floor Point - LED lights

   light

   night / pointer or effect 
   lighting

   mounting

   with central transparent 
   acrylic panel
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Built-in swivel socket outlet 
Turn

   socket outlet the socket 
   can then be conveniently 
   turned

   plug socket

   aluminium and plastic 
   aluminium finish

Furniture legs in transparent 
acrylic - Akoni

   die-cast, surface in 
   aluminium finish

   furniture leg

Furniture fittings for Office Rooms
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VerticoMono

   home as well as in 
   offices, hotels, contract 
   furnishing and shop
   fitting

   wood/aluminium framed 
   doors

   mechanism

Desktop support frame 
Change Arta

   2000 mm

   mm by means of adjusting 
   screw

   aluminium finish

ProDecor handle - Tofino
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home.

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.
Carre - LED lights

   with 20 radial LEDs
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Neck and arm rest adjuster
FrankoFlex

   over an adjustment range 
   of 90° provide an 
   adjustment interval of 9° 
   from one engagement 
   position to the next

   wooden or tubular steel 
   frames

   lines

Back panel connectors
RV 7 D

   panel is mounted from the 
   inside

   work easier, since it is 
   possible to mount the 
   cabinet against the wall

   through oblong hole 

Furniture fittings for Living Rooms
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HorizonSyncro

   out the living room as 
   well as in offices, hotels, 
   contract furnishing and 
   shop fitting

   running synchronous
   action sliding doors

   wood/aluminium framed 
   doors

ProDecor handle - Stabia
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home. 

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable. 

Low voltage halogen lights - 
QuadroPoint ceiling

   cylinder

   mounting

Runner for wooden drawers: 
Quadro
Load capacity up to 30 kg

   place the drawer on the 
   slides and push home

   integrated self closing 
   mechanism closes drawers 
   reliably and automatically 
   and prevents them 
   opening inadvertently 

   self cleaning ball tracks 
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LiteLine Basic

   fluorescent

   LiteLine Plus, LiteLine 
   Function or LiteLine 
   Shelf I / II

   also be used as an 
   individual light Ideal for 
   use in kitchens Integrated 

   translucent acrylic cover

Sensys

   integrated  
   damping system

   opening angle of 35° 

   temperatures ranging 
   from 5°C to 40°C

   hinge cup and arm

Furniture fittings for Bedrooms
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Horizon Plus

   with horizontal opening 
   action

   home as well as in offices, 
   hotels, contract furnishing 
   and shop fitting

   soft closure

ProDecor handle - Brema
DELUXE

   surfaces, magnificent 
   patterns or majestic 
   colours – DELUXE 
   combines elements of 
   many cultures and creates 
   a fascinating atmosphere 
   that speaks splendour. 

   combinations with black, 
   white or gold as well as 
   linear or dynamic shapes 
   define the exquisite design 

ProDecor handle- Touch-in

   handleless, fronts on 
   kitchen, living-room and 
   bathroom furniture 
   conceal the handle 
   function with ingenious 
   simplicity. 

   panel moves back when 
   touched to reveal the 
   convenient finger pull 
   recessed behind.

Quadro clothes-hanger 
holder

   hanging rail on Quadro

   plated
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Kala - Designer furniture 
feet of wood/wood with 
leather coating with brushed 
stainless steel application

   with leather overlay

   leg

Tabletop support frame 
Change Plus Wooden pillar, 
conical

   ø 1300/1050 x 1050 mm

   cross 600x600 mm 
   Powder-coated steel 
   aluminium finish Base 
   plate ø 620 mm

   aluminium finish

Furniture fittings for Living Rooms
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TopLine 1230

  mm

Low voltage halogen lights
- Neso

   safety light.

ProDecor handle - Tofino
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home.

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable.
ProDecor handle - Hale
NEW MODERN

   transparency define 
   modern life and the 
   modern home. 

   bare essential, futuristic 

   unmistakable. 
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Item Descriptions

ProDecor handle- Neapolis - 
ORGANIC
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 93

ProDecor handle - Aosta
NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 25

ProDecor handle - Salvia - 
NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle
catalog
page 40

ProDecor handle - Spira - 
New modern
refer ProDecor Handle
catalog
page 34

ProDecor handle - Clivia-
NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 38

ProDecor handle - Burano
DELUXE
refer ProDecor Handle
catalog
page 34

ProDecor handle - Touch-in
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 188

ProDecor handle - Touch-in
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 188
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Pro Decor handle - Tofino - 
NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 21

Pro Decor handle -  Tornea - 
NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 24

Pro Decor handle - Stabia 
-NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 26

Pro Decor handle - Brema-
DELUXE
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 73A

Sign round
refer Magic catalog
page 28

ProDecor handle - Anzio - 
NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 25

ProDecor handle - Hale 
-NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 43

ProDecor handle - Albona-
NEW MODERN
refer ProDecor Handle 
catalog
page 42
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FixPoint
refer Magic catalog
page 67

LiteLine Plus
refer Magic catalog
page 104

Low voltage halogen lights - 
QuadroPoint ceiling
refer Magic catalog
page 137

LiteLine Basic
refer Magic catalog
page 101

LED GlasLine up & down
refer Magic catalog
page 64

Carre - LED lights
refer Magic catalog
page 70

FloorStar - LED lights
refer Magic catalog
page 56

LiteLedge
refer Magic catalog
page 98

Item Descriptions
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SlideLine 55 Plus
refer SlideLine 55 Plus 
catalog

Lano SQ 46
refer Master catalog
page 6.5.28

Back panel connectors
RV 7 D
refer Master catalog
page 8.2.42 

Cam fitting
VB 18 and VB 20
refer Master catalog
page 8.2.14

FloorPoint - LED lights
refer Magic catalog
page 52

TwiLite line - LED lights
refer Magic catalog
page 51

Low voltage halogen lights
- Neso
refer Magic catalog
page 143

Kaleo RO
refer Master catalog
page 6.5.25
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Non-release connecting 
fitting Everfix
refer Master catalog
page 8.2.36

Prestige 2000
cylinder push lock
refer Master catalog
page 7.2.32

Sensys
refer Master catalog
page 3.1.4

SlideLine 66
refer SlideLine 66 catalog

Decorative shelf supports 
Sailor
refer Master catalog
page 8.5.10

Runner for wooden drawers: 
Quadro
Load capacity up to 30 kg
refer Master catalog
page 5.2.70

Shelf supports Hettinject 
Titan
refer Master catalog
page 8.5.11

Item Descriptions

Kala - Designer furniture 
feet of wood/wood with 
leather coating with brushed 
stainless steel application
refer Master catalog
page 6.5.24
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Wardrobe rail
(Matt nickel plated steel)
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.10

TopLine 1
refer Master catalog
page 4.1.38

TopLine 110
refer Master catalog
page 4.1.50

Designer-style furniture feet
in cast aluminium - Nalani
refer Master catalog
page 6.5.23

SlideLine 97
refer Master catalog
page 4.2.22

Surface mounted socket 
Unica
refer Master catalog
page 10.1.22

Abena
refer Master catalog
page 6.5.4

TopLine 22
refer Master catalog
page 4.1.24
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Pull out trouser holder
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.16

TopLine 1210
refer Master catalog
page 4.1.56

Connecting fittings for beds
refer Master catalog
page 8.3.2

InLine P
refer InLine P catalog

Cylinder push lock Prestige 
2000 for exchangeable 
barrels for 2-door sliding-
door cabinets
refer Master catalog
page 7.2.32

TopLine M
 refer TopLine M catalog

Door profile
refer TopLine M catalog

Wardrobe rail
(Aluminium)
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.10

Item Descriptions
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WingLine 170
refer Master catalog
page 4.4.2

Compact pull out basket
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.19

Mitre connector VB 160
refer Master catalog
page 8.2.40

Selekta Pro 2000 E 
Opening angle 180°
refer Master catalog
page 3.1.182

WingLine 770/770 Alu
refer Master catalog
page 4.4.14

Pull out tie rack
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.17

Wardrobe rail
(High gloss chrome plated 
steel)
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.10

Intermat with Silent System
refer Master catalog
page 3.1.74
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Interior fittings for ward-
robes Shoe rack
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.22

WingLine 230
refer Master catalog
page 4.4.46

Cabinet suspension bracket 
SAH 5, knock in
refer Master catalog
page 8.6.6

Two part shelf support
VB 52 D
refer Master catalog
page 8.5.5

WingLine 780
refer Master catalog
page 4.4.24

Intermat
refer Master catalog
page 3.1.12

Neck and arm rest adjuster
FrankoFlex
refer Master catalog
page 8.3.7

WingLine 77
refer Master catalog
page 4.4.35

Item Descriptions
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Duo Lift 15
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.7

Cabinet suspension bracket 
SAH 5, knock in
refer Master catalog
page 8.6.6

Cabinet suspension bracket 
SAH 5, knock in
refer Master catalog
page 8.6.6

Cabinet suspension bracket 
SAH 5, knock in
refer Master catalog
page 8.6.6

Swivel-action trouser holder
refer Master catalog
page 9.3.16

Block connecting fitting 
TZ 321
refer Master catalog
page 8.2.30

Furniture feet - Lano SQ 30
refer Master catalog
page 6.5.28

Wing 77
refer Master catalog
page 4.4.52
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VerticoSyncro
refer Master catalog
page 4.3.10

Furniture legs in transparent 
acrylic - Akoni
refer Master catalog
page 6.5.22

Desktop support frame 
Change Arta
refer Master catalog
page 6.4.24

Built-in swivel socket outlet 
Turn
refer Master catalog
page 10.1.12

Shelf connecting fittings 
Toolex VB 54
refer Master catalog
page 8.2.31

VerticoMono
refer Master catalog
page 4.3.2

Item Descriptions

HorizonSyncro
refer Master catalog
page 4.1.20

Horizon Plus
refer Master catalog
page 4.5.2
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TopLine 1230
refer Master catalog
page 4.1.57

Tabletop support frame 
Change Plus Wooden pillar, 
conical
refer Master catalog
page 6.4.28
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